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This research defines the structure that could be seen in the upper part of the trees and their roots, as 
the open branched structure.  Its structural property is investigated by ordinary analytical method including 
linear and non-linear dynamics through a very interesting simulation for the growth of trees which is based 
on the bibliographic search to other fields such as botany.  Its aim is to make clear the secret of the 
earthquake-resistance characteristics of trees from the viewpoint of the structural engineering, and also to 
find out the useful information for the future of architectural structures. 
 













































仮定 1) 枝の自重は、元枝の体積に比例する． 
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Fig.2.1 Model diagram for the theoretical analysis 
of the optimal structure of tree 
 
また曲げ応力 const V の条件下でW とCの関係、お
よびLとCの関係を求めると、 
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内的要因 ： 水分・栄養分の輸送負荷など 
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ここに、Q :枝分岐点の引張安全率、 tV :枝の引張強
度、I :分岐角とする．(8)式より、分岐角Iの大小と力
学的安全率Q の大小は比例的である．一様乱数
)10( dd rr より、力学的安全率Q を以下の(9)式より求
める．(※Appendix) 
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周径は一定である． 
0.50~0.155.2~3.1
0 HCAge    [cm]   (10) 








































Fig.3.2 Second eigen mode 
 


































Fig.3.5 Displacement response (30age model) 
 
線形解析・非線形解析共に、樹木は成長するに従い
















Fig.3.6 Displacement response (linear) 
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